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Abstract. This paper presents a Serious Game (SG) about SBCE (Set-Based
Concurrent Engineering), which is one element of Lean thinking in Product
Development (PD). The game is structured in two stages that simulate the traditional approach to product concept development called PBCE (Pont-Based
Concurrent Engineering) and SBCE approaches. Moreover, this paper presents
the learning outcomes gained through running the game in a company. Finally,
some practical and theoretical insights gained throughout the game play are introduced.
Keywords. Lean Product Development, Set-Based Concurrent Engineering, Serious Game.

1

Introduction

Set Based Concurrent Engineering (SBCE) is an element of lean thinking in product
development (PD). It is effective at early stages of design when concepts are generated and selected [1], [2]. In a traditional approach which is called Point Based Concurrent Engineering (PBCE), a single concept is selected as early as possible assuming
that it will be feasible. However, PD is characterized by uncertainties due to changes
in customer requirements, manufacturability issues, sub-system configurations and so
on. Thus, often PD project suffers from design reworks due to the so called ‘false
positive feasibility’, where project teams assume a concept is feasible, but will learn
later in the development process that it is not [3]. Toyota uses SBCE approach to
tackle such a problem by effectively utilizing product knowledge (lesson learned) to
generate alternative design concepts. Unless a concept is proven to be infeasible, designers won’t eliminate it from a solution set. The unique feature in SBCE process is
that design decision is based on proven data. Communication and negotiation within
teams are facilitated by a pull event where teams can visualize risk and opportunities
using tradeoff and limit-curves. Finally, PD teams converge into an optimal design
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taking rough objective criteria (such as cost, quality and time), so as the process will
continue to detail design stages [1], [2].
In practice, however, the awareness and the adoption levels of SBCE is limited
across the industries surveyed [4]. Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to design
and validate a learning tool using a serious game approach that enable practitioners to
have a hand on experience about SBCE principles and its associated enablers.
In section 2, introduction to the game’s features will be introduced. In section 3, a
model to evaluate the learning outcomes of the game will be discussed. The results
found in the one game play will be presented in section 4, and followed by conclusions in section 5.

2

Introduction of SBCE Game
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To design the SBCE learning tool a serious game approach is used. In general, the
application of games with the aim of education and learning is defined as “Serious
games” [5]. In SG, players assume different roles and are involved in simple and
complicated decision making processes, which makes it attractive for SBCE process
where alternative design exploration and convergence involve multiple-views. Moreover, SG creates a safe and entertaining environment, so that players from the industry freely experiments SBCE process without interfering in an actual PD process.
In the game, players have to design a simplified Airplane structure as shown in
Figure1, using different type of LEGO bricks. The Airplane has four sub-systems to
be designed (body, wing, cockpit and tail). The game is divided into two stages: Stage
one, where players design an Airplane for a given list of customer requirements following a PBCE process; Stage two, where players are provided with the necessary
enablers to execute SBCE process. The enablers will help players to explore alternative design concepts, communicate about alternative solutions within a team, and
converge into a preferred (a high value) Airplane structure. After each stages, players
performances’ breakdown in terms of cost and time of development will be provided
to facilitate discussion. The game is played in a team of four players and each player
represents sub-system departments (body, wing, cockpit and tail).
The main inputs to the Stage one of the game are: Customer requirements and supplier components catalogue. The list of customer requirements to build an airplane
structure were made intentionally to be vague, for example, the number of passengers
might be from 90 to120 and the wing span could be 7 to 15. Such range of customer
requirements (vague) reflect the reality, in which customers often suggest imprecise
information, and force designers to explore their concept solutions wide open. In the
game, these requirements can be handled in different ways in the Stage one (PBCE
process) and in Stage two (SBCE process). Thus, players will understand the advantage of following SBCE than PBCE process to better achieve the customer requirements. In the game, there are five customer requirements: number of passenger
(Np), Airplane weight (W) (Airplane structure (Wa) and passengers weights (Wp)),
Length of Airplane (L), Wing span (ws) and Tail Span (ts).
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The supplier components are LEGO bricks in different sizes and shapes that are
used to build body, wing, tail and cockpit. Each brick has circular points on the top,
and the number of points on the top of a brick define the characteristics of the component. A single point on a brick has the following character: Cost (10), Lead time or
component ordering time (0.5), Capacity (3), Weight (100), Length (1), and Width
(1).
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Fig. 1. A simplified airplane to be designed in the game (using LEGO bricks). "L":
Length of Airplane, "lw": Length of Wing, "lb": Length of Body, "wb": Width of
Body, "lc": Length of Cockpit, "Ws": Wing Span, "lt": Length of Tail, "ts": Tail Span
2.1

Stage one and testing

Taking the customer requirements and the supplier catalogues, players will be
asked to build an airplane in this stage. This stage simulates PBCE where players first
design an airplane structure, build it and then test it to the constraints. Design-BuildTest approach is what many non-lean organizations follow at early stage of design [8].
Once players finish designing and building a prototype design in the first stage, they
should submit it to “testing department” to check for stability, flying conditions and
dimensional configurations as seen in Table 1.
Table 1. Testing constraints

Length – Wing span
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Wp = NP * 60 (Average weight of each passenger)
Airplane stability
Alignment between body and cockpit
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The facilitator of the game acts as a testing department. Players will not be given
these testing constraints at the start of the game. If the design fails, the prototype
should be redesigned. Redesigning has penalty costs and additional time to be penalized. After the first trial the testing constraints will be given to player. If the prototype
passes the testing constraints, players will be given the breakdown of their performances in terms of cost and time. The determination of cost and time is executed as
follows:
─ Total development cost (C)

( )

( )

( )

Unsatisfied customer
requirement
cp

Np
30%*cc

L
40%*cc

ws

ts

W

10%*cc

5%*cc

20%*cc
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Where, cc=Total number of points*single point cost, ci=30% of cost of components
(this is an additional cost if players fail to pass testing constraints), and cp (is an additional cost if players fail to meet customer requirements). cp is determined based on
unsatisfied customer requirements following the following rules:

─ Total development time (T)

(

)

(

)

( )

Where, tot=Total number of points*Lead time, =30% of Lead Time, and
ADT=ADTI*tot. ADTI (Assembly Delivery Time index) is a function of an airplane
wing length. ADT variable represents the required time that is needed to assembly the
Airplane structure. To determine the ADTI values the following rules are used:
lw
ADTI
2.2

3
0.8

4
0.7

6
0.6

7
0.5

8
0.4

9
0.3

>10
0.2

Stage two and supporting enablers

In Stage two, players will follow a structured SBCE process phases. This stage
simulates a different approach than the first. Here, players follow a Test-Design-Build
approach, and design decisions are made as late as possible until feasibilities are
proven. In summary, players will explore, communicate set design solutions, evaluate
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A.
Explore alternative set of designs: at this phase, players will be supported by
QFD (Quality Function Deployment) tool to explore alternative sub-system solutions and able to ingrate customer requirements into an Airplane parameters. QFD
is a powerful tool in applying SBCE process, it helps designers to translate rough
customer requirements into alternative sub-system solutions [9]. Therefore, each
player in a team will explore alternative body, wing, cockpit and tail solutions using its own QFD. This phase is the beginning of a SBCE process in the game.
B.
Communicating set of design solutions: players at this phase can eliminate
Airplane’s sub-system solutions that are not compatible. For example, body department might explore alternative feasible body lengths as (11, 12, 14). Meanwhile, cockpit department might generate feasible body of lengths as (12, 13, 14).
Therefore, the departments should eliminate incompatible body lengths (11 and
13).
C.
Provision of knowledge from testing department: from step B, players have
complete alternative Airplane solutions which are compatible, but need to filter
them using physical constraints. In the game, physical constraints come only from
the testing department. Limit-curves are used to generalize knowledge and visually
depict solutions which are feasible from testing point of view, see [1, 2, 3] for more
details about limit-curves. Therefore, at this phase, players eliminate those Airplane solutions which cannot pass the testing constrains listed in Table 1.
D.
Convergence to a preferred solution: once alternative feasible Airplanes are
identified, estimating the cost and development time of each Airplane solutions
help to select the preferred solution. Refer section 2.1 to see the cost and time calculations used.
In summary, the second stage is to lead players through the step-wise phases of
SBCE process. The objective is to educate players how to delay decisions early in
design phase, and facilitate test-design-build approach to avoid unnecessary design
reworks and missing customer goals.
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3

Evaluation Framework for Learning Outcomes

The comparison of performances between the two stages can be taken as a validation
mechanism to roughly estimate the advantages of SBCE process (Stage one) over the
traditional process (Stage two). However, the main purpose is not to measure the performance leverages of SBCE process using the game. Because, the game is a simplified version of the reality and cannot capture the real complexities of a PD that make
a SBCE approach more advantageous (such as product complexity, innovativeness of
the product, team size and so on). Therefore, in this paper , it is aimed at measuring
the effectiveness of the game to translate the SBCE principles and its associated supporting elements. Given that, it is also aimed at measuring how practitioners have
perceived the potential of SBCE process and its elements in improving PD performances.
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 Declarative knowledge: is the learning of facts or increasing one's knowledge
about a subject. In this paper, the understanding of the SBCE principles and its
supporting enablers by players are parts of the declarative learning outcomes.
 Procedural knowledge: this aspect refers to the learning of procedures, and also to
the understanding of patterns of processes and behavior. In the SBCE game, procedural knowledge is related to players ability to associate the specific elements of
SBCE process and the benefits of using them to support a better decision making.
 Strategic knowledge: Within gaming this aspect has been explained as implementing knowledge from the game in a new (a real‐world) situation. Gaming can also
contribute to develop reflective competences. Within complex systems, as in PD, it
is not only refers to implementing what is taught in the theory but also observing
behavior and adapting to new situations. In SBCE game, several complexities have
been simplified but adequate challenges are added to enable players to reflect beyond the gaming sessions into real world practices.
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Based on the above framework, a structured questionnaire based on the Likert 5
scale has been prepared to measure the learning outcomes of the game. After playing
the game with 36 designers (Mechanical, Electrical and Software) and project leaders
of the Carel company (www.carel.com), players were asked to evaluate the declarative, procedural and strategic learning aspects of the game. The players have working
experience ranging from 4-15 years and age from 25-50 years.

4

Results and Analysis

In general, the game has increased the level of awareness of players. Players understand the usage of tradeoff and limit curves to generalize knowledge, and their application in order to explore alternative designs. Communication among teams in SBCE
process takes different form than a traditional point based approach, where designers
have only once conceptual solution to communicate about. In traditional design approach, it is a norm that a functional team through ‘over the wall’ of a subsequent
function and vice-versa. In SBCE process, different functions pull together their conceptual solutions and check sub-system compatibilities. In the game, players were
provided with simple check-list to support communication and negotiation among
teams. Though players understand how to use this communication mechanism, some
doubts are exhibited on the importance of using such a mechanism. This is due to the
simplicity of the Airplane to be designed, but in a real PD problem the complexity
grows as more functions have to communicate about the alternative set of solutions.
Figure 2 shows the perceived advantages of following a SBCE process from practitioners perspective. The theoretical advantages of SBCE seems to be confirmed by the
practitioners. Most of the designers played the game agreed that the most significant
perceived advantages of SBCE are ‘facilitate learning about design solutions’ and
‘avoid design risks’. Using knowledge from past designs and exploration of alterna-
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tive designs guarantee the PD teams to brainstorm about set of solutions rather than
one alternative. Moreover, frontloading the PD process minimize the probability of
‘false positive feasibility’ to occur. The players perceived also that SBCE reduce the
development time and cost. However, such claims cannot be guaranteed if teams are
not able to identify when to stop exploring and start converging [7].
Among the main difficulties that have been mentioned to implement SBCE process is
the generation of ‘limit-curves’. Limit curves are fundamental to apply SBCE process.
They are curves that generalize knowledge of sub-system designs, and designers can
see the ‘risky’ and ‘safer’ design regions.
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Fig. 2. ‘Perceived performance’ improvements of SBCE process using the game (N=36)

However, companies in the current practice don’t use such curves to document,
represent and share lesson learned or knowledge. Therefore, the main challenge will
be to build the necessary competences to capture, represent and share past (static) and
current (dynamic) knowledge gained through experimentation.

5

Conclusions

Most practical applications of SBCE process are reported from Automotive and Aerospace industries [1, 3, 10, 11]. In other industrial sectors its adoption level is limited.
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There might be some elements of SBCE process in practice, but its implementation as
a structured methodological approach in PD is not prevalent.
In this paper, a Serious Game that can bring a hand on experience is designed and the
learning outcomes are measured taking a one company case. The company is in
HVAC/R market (www.carel.com), which is different from Automotive and Aerospace industries. However, the players from different background and experience
levels acknowledge that SBCE process is a much better approach than PBCE.
Through the assessment, the players identified key advantages and hurdles of applying SBCE process in the company.
In summary, SBCE process is an attractive and sensible approach at early phase of PD
compared to PBCE approach. However, companies need to have a structure practices,
tools and technologies (enablers) to realize the process. Such enablers are supportive
to explore alternative solution, enable set based communication and facilitate convergence to a high value solution.
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